
The Army Philip A. Connelly awards program is best 
known as a competition to select the best foodservice 

teams, but it is also recognized as a training opportunity 
guiding culinary specialists to become proficient and 
better qualified in essential skills.

Evaluators play an important role in the training. 
Each evaluator brings areas of expertise and experi-
ence while measuring the foodservice teams against 
the Connelly criteria. Results of the evaluations show 
the teams the standards that need to be followed and 
where they need to improve.

This educational aspect helps the Connelly awards 
program to improve military food service, as well as 
bring recognition to the 
important job of pre-
paring meals for service 
members.

Competition this year 
brought out the best in 
all the teams according 
to three evaluators who 
share their thoughts 
about the teams and the 
criteria they focus on.

COMPETITIVE SPIRIT
In his sixth year of 

evaluating for the Army 
Philip A. Connelly award 
program, Stanley Gibson, 
International Food Ser-
vice Executives Associa-
tion (IFSEA) has worked on all five of its categories 
and is never disappointed with the teams.

“Overall, I’m impressed with the determination of 
the soldiers to compete,” he said. “To them, this is a 
very important thing that they want to win.”

The enthusiasm and support for the teams extends 

up the chain of command.
While the awards help 

to bring recognition to the 
work being done, the Con-
nelly program also has an 
important educational pur-
pose. Participating culinary 
teams learn about working 
in a professional environ-
ment, as well as improve 
their skills.

Maintaining sanitary 
conditions, for example, is 

critical in the military. Failing to protect against food-
borne illness can result in soldiers being incapacitated.

Each of the teams he evaluates prepares the same 
meal, which makes comparison easy. All teams fol-
low the same standard recipe. “This is an evaluation, 
not an inspection,” Gibson said. “We’re observing 
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Desserts prepared during Connelly 
evaluations at U.S. Army Reserve 

Center, Hastings, Neb. (PHOTO 
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Foodservice teams prepared to serve 75 to 100 people between 
noon and 1 p.m. while undergoing evaluation for the Connelly. 
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sional education center. 
Mostly, she is concerned with ac-

countability and verifying that, at a 
time of funding cuts, purchases are 
being made in the amounts autho-
rized and that meals are being paid 
for.

Teamwork and camaraderie are 
also important. Cooks cannot do all 
the preparation, and other soldiers 
are brought in the assist. The team 
needs to work together with skilled 
cooks helping others to contribute.

In the military for 32 and a half 
years, Johnson recognizes the Con-
nelly program makes an important 
contribution to enhancing culinary 
skills of the participants.

“If we have a little competition 
and keep at it, they learn how to do 
everything the correct way,” she said.

Practical experience is especial-
ly important in the Field Kitchen 
category. Training in the Connelly 
program makes culinary teams and 
soldiers better able to quickly get to 
work in the field and apply the ex-
perience gained.

their skill and the training 
they’ve had.”

With his 25 years of re-
tail experience, Gibson also 
sees a practical training ele-
ment to the Connelly pro-
gram. Teams competing in 
the Field Kitchen category 
in particular practice work-
ing under combat condi-
tions, including carrying 
weapons. “This is real Army 
training,” he said.

Military units get com-
bat training while the cu-
linary specialists undergo 
Connelly evaluation, which 
can begin at 6:30 a.m. and 
last all day to inspect prepa-
ration of the noon meal.

Gibson recalls examin-
ing foodservice teams pre-
paring to serve 75 to 100 
people between noon and 1 
p.m., including making sure the cooks 
have removed any rings from their 
fingers and hands are washed, as well 
as checking temperatures.

Lacking running water, for ex-
ample, the Field Kitchen teams use a 
water buffalo storage trailer for sani-
tation and clean in three, 36-square-
foot tents.

“They are under the same rules as if 
it were a dining facility somewhere,” 
he said. “We’ve got some really won-
derful young boys in our services, they 
are dedicated.”

ACCOUNTABILITY
Evaluators in the Philip A Con-

nelly program commonly have areas 
of expertise they focus on. For Chief 
Warrant Officer 5 Susan Johnson, that 
aspect of food service is record keep-
ing, accountability and food safety.

Maintaining the proper pH level 
in a water buffalo storage trailer with 
chlorine, for example.

Johnson is an instructor for food 
service at the professional education 
center, Camp Robinson, North Little 
Rock, Ark., and senior logistics man-
ager and course manager at the profes-
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doing,” he said.
While Riddle can see how far military food service 

has come since the days when he recalls coal stoves 
being used in Korea, he considers the Connelly award 
program important for driving competition that will 
cause improvements in the future.

“It continues to ensure the quality of food and 
food service,” Riddle said. “Troops get the benefits 
of people who want to be there, and the quality of 
food is better.”

INSPIRED
Evaluating for the Philip A. Connelly program 

reacquainted Michael Pizzuto with the military life 
he was nostalgic for as a former service member, and 
fulfilled an ambition to inspire soldiers performing the 
important responsibilities he is so passionate about.

“It is an honor to observe and be chosen to assist 
the Army as it strives to motivate and improve those 
called to serve in so many ways,” said Pizzuto, an IF-
SEA member. “To be with boots-on-the-ground young 
and senior folks has become the highlight of my year, 
and I readjust my entire schedule to be available to 
help. I only hope to meet the expectations that are 
demanded of me in that role, and to show the respect 
and effort for which my obligations call for.”

When working with the sanitation teams, for ex-
ample, Pizzuto stressed the importance of their role 
in keeping the cooks supplied with clean and timely 
cookware.

Pizzuto also hopes to share his experiences and en-
courage service members to set career goals that they 
can prepare for through daily assignments.

“I do remember a thing or two of what that’s like,” 
he said, “and as long as a ‘Yes Sir and No Sir’ can get 
me by, keep calling me please.” —GFS

SOPHISTICATION AND QUALITY
James Riddle is an IFSEA member who been an 

evaluator for the Army Connelly program since 1995. 
He was recruited while in Chicago for the NRA and 
met Ed Manley.

Riddle is a veteran who served in Korea and later 
oversaw culinary work with the 17th Aviation Group 
in Vietnam when it successfully competed for the Con-
nelly. “I was an advisor to the unit that won,” he said.

With his rich background in military food service, 
Riddle can see how much has changed over time. 
“It’s the difference between a Model-A Ford and a 
Mercedes,” he said, noting that he recalls the garrison 
main dining hall in Korea back in 1954 cooked using 
a coal stove.

Today, he said, the equipment being used is more 
sophisticated and the food quality is much better, 
making contemporary military food service less chal-
lenging than in the past. “People then had to be skilled 
to put out meals in primitive conditions.”

As a civilian traveling with two military people to 
evaluate the top six foodservice teams for the Connelly 
award program, Riddle focuses on sanitation, food 
preparation, personnel supervision and the control 
and accountability of food items.

“We’re looking at good people,” he said, referring 
to the skill level of the teams that reached the stage 
of being judged by his group of evaluators.

Competition is higher at this level as well. Everyone 
wants to win and works hard to get there, and the 
margin of victory separating winners from runners-
up can be as small as two or three points, Riddle said.

Most rewarding about being an evaluator for the 
Connelly program is meeting the foodservice teams 
and seeing them in action. “I enjoy meeting ambi-
tious, young soldiers that really like what they are 
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